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. Introduction
. Vedic Sanskrit: Corpus of texts and chronological periods
Vedic Sanskrit (dating from the 2nd millennium BC onwards) is the earliest attested lan-
guage of the Indo-Aryan group of the Indo-European language family and one of the
most ancient attested Indo-European languages. Chronologically, Vedic can be divided
into two main periods: early Vedic (also called ‘mantra language’, i.e. the language of the
hymns addressed to the Vedic gods, mantras and magic spells), and middle / late Vedic
(also called ‘the language of the Vedic prose’). The oldest layer of Vedic is attested in the
language of the R
˚
gveda (RV), which can approximately be dated to the second half of the
second millennium BC. Within the RV, we can distinguish between the early RV (‘family
books’, or man. d. alas, which include books II–VII) and the late RV (encompassing, above
all, man. d. alas I and X, as well as a part of book VIII, Va¯lakhilya). The language of the
second most ancient text, the Atharvaveda (AV), resembles in many respects – and is es-
sentially synchronic with – the language of the late RV. Early Vedic is followed by middle
and late Vedic (= the language attested in the Bra¯hman. as, A¯ran. yakas, the oldest Upanis.ads
and Su¯tras). The post-Vedic period includes the younger Upanis.ads and Su¯tras, as well as
Epic and Classical Sanskrit.
The absolute chronology of these periods poses serious problems (see e.g. Witzel 1995:
97f.), thus only very rough approximation can be given for various periods: the early Vedic
period cannot be dated earlier than to 1500 BC (and hardly begins much later than 1200
BC); the middle Vedic period probably starts after 800 BC; and the post-Vedic period must
have started somewhere in the second half of the first millennium BC, hardly much earlier
than 300 BC.
The most important evidence for Indo-European comparative studies and for ty-
pological observations is furnished by early Vedic. Already by the middle Vedic period,
Sanskrit was no longer a spoken language, co-existing as a sacral language alongside the
Middle Indo-Aryan vernaculars. The prose texts, however, may also retain a number of
archaic forms and constructions unattested in earlier texts. Of still lesser linguistic rele-
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vance, in general, are Epic and Classical Sanskrit, which, however, may attest a number of
interesting diachronic developments.
The term ‘Sanskrit’ is sometimes used to refer to both forms of the language, i.e. Vedic
Sanskrit proper and post-Vedic (Epic, Classical) Sanskrit.
. Overview
As in many other ancient Indo-European languages, the reciprocal meaning is either ex-
pressed periphrastically (by means of constructions with anyó (a)nyám ‘each other’ and,
in post-Vedic Sanskrit, with some other reciprocal pronouns, as well as with the adverb
mithás ‘mutually’), or morphologically, by means of (1) the middle type of inflexion (mid-
dle diathesis; see below), a morpheme which expresses a number of other intransitive
derivations, such as reflexive and passive; and (2) two preverbs/prefixes (see Section 2.3)
which participate in the expression of the reciprocal and sociative meanings, ví- (with the
sandhi variant vy-) ‘asunder’ and sám- (/sám. -) ‘together’ (free or bound in early Vedic;
mostly bound prefixes from middle Vedic onwards). Cf. dvis. ‘hate’ – ví-dvis.-ate ‘they hate
each other’; vac ‘speak’ – ví ... avoca-nta ‘they argued with each other’; the preverb sám-
is a productive morpheme deriving spatial reciprocals, cf. i ‘go’ – sám-ayanta (RV 6.21.1)
‘they come together’, gam ‘go’ – sám. -gam ‘meet together, unite’.
There are also a number of symmetric predicates (mostly media tantum), where the
reciprocal meaning is built into the verbal semantics, such as spr
˚
dh ‘compete’.
. Grammatical notes1
. The morphological structure of the verbal form
The verbal form can have the following maximal morphemic structure: (preverb(s) / pre-
fix(es)) .../-(augment a-)-(reduplication syllable)-root-(derivational stem suffix)-(thematic
vowel a2)-(mood)-inflexion. Below, a few examples are given:
(1) vi-jí-g¯ı-s. a¯-mahai (cf. (8))
prev-red-overcome-des-1pl.subj.med
(preverb + reduplication syllable + root + thematic suffix of desiderative + ending of the
1st person plural middle subjunctive form = 1st person plural middle subjunctive form of
the desiderative of the verb ji ‘overcome’)
‘we desire to overcome one another, we will try to overcome one another.’
. The best surveys of the Vedic and/or Sanskrit grammar are: Whitney (1889); Macdonell (1910) and (1916) (a
shorter and very convenient version of the former); and Elizarenkova (1982) (for Vedic); Renou (1930/1960) (for
post-Vedic / Classical Sanskrit). The reader is also recommended to consult the short but well-organized sketch
presented in Zaliznjak (1976).
. In the case of thematic and thematicized suffixes such as -ya-, -sa-, -nva-, etc., the thematic vowel (a) is
traditionally regarded as a part of the suffix; the suffixes “properly speaking” are -y-, -s-, -nv-.
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(2) vy-a-di-dvis. -a-h. (cf. (24))
prev-aug-red/caus-hate-them.vowel-2sg.aor.act
(preverb + augment + reduplication syllable + root + thematic vowel + secondary
(= aorist/imperfect) ending of the 2nd person singular active form = 2nd person singular
active form of the reduplicated (causative) aorist of the verb dvis. ‘hate’)
‘you have made [them] hate each other.’
There is a rich system of both vocalic and consonant alternations (ablaut, palatalization,
etc.), as well as morphophonemic changes at morphemic and word boundaries (sandhi),
which often make these boundaries opaque. In the text examples below the symbol ∪
indicates that a sandhi has been undone.
. Preverbs
The class of semi-autonomous morphemes, traditionally called preverbs, includes ádhi
‘above, over, on’, ánu ‘along, after’, abhí ‘to(wards), over, against’, ´¯a ‘to(wards), at’, úpa ‘to,
near’, pári ‘(a)round, about’, ví ‘apart, asunder’, sám ‘together’ and others. The majority
of them can also be used as adpositions (prepositions or postpositions). Exceptions in-
clude, in particular, úd ‘up’, ní ‘down’, pára¯ ‘away’ and ví ‘apart, asunder’. In early Vedic,
preverbs commonly behave as free morphemes; in middle and late Vedic the autonomy
of preverbs constantly decreases and tmesis (i.e., the separation of preverbs from verbal
forms) becomes rare.
. The grammatical categories of the verb
The Vedic verbal paradigm includes three main classes of forms, called present, aorist
and perfect systems (forms of the future system are rare in early Vedic). Within each of
these sub-sets, forms are built on the same stem, i.e., on present, aorist and perfect stems
respectively. There are several sets of personal endings: ‘primary’ (used foremost in the
present tense), ‘secondary’ (endings used in the imperfect, aorist and some non-indicative
moods), perfect, imperative, and subjunctive. Each tense system includes a number of
finite forms and a pair of participles, active and middle.
The inventory of the grammatical categories of the verb includes person (1st, 2nd and
3rd) and number (singular, dual and plural); diathesis, or voice3 (active and middle); tense
(present, imperfect, perfect, aorist, future, periphrastic future); and mood (indicative, im-
perative, injunctive, subjunctive, optative, conditional). The non-finite forms include two
. These are traditional terms used in Sanskrit and Indo-European linguistics, referring to two types of inflexion
(e.g., in the present: 2sg. -si, 3sg. -ti in the active ∼ 2sg. -se, 3sg. -te in the middle; in the perfect: 3sg. -a, 3du. -átur,
3pl. -úr in the active ∼ 3sg. -é, 3du. -´¯atur, 3pl. -úr in the middle; etc.). Both have certain shortcomings: the former
is not to be confused with the ‘diathesis’ in the sense of the Leningrad Typological Group (referring to the type
of syntactic construction, or valency pattern); the latter may also refer to the opposition between the passive and
non-passive (transitive) construction.
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participles (active and middle) for each tense, converbs (traditionally called ‘absolutives’
or ‘gerunds’), infinitives, gerundives, and some others categories.
. Valence-changing derivations
.. The middle and its functions
The range of the functions rendered by the middle type of inflexion (= middle diathesis)
is typical of the ancient Indo-European linguistic type as attested in “Classic” languages
(Ancient Greek, Latin). Here belong the self-beneficient meaning with no valence change
(‘to do sth for oneself ’, as in the handbook example yájati ‘sacrifices’ ∼ yájate ‘sacrifices
for oneself ’), as well as a number of intransitivizing derivations, such as passive, reflexive,
and anticausative (decausative). The choice of the function(s) idiosyncratically depends
on the base verb. However, already in the language of the earliest text, the RV, we observe
the loss of several grammatical functions of the ancient Indo-European middle, and the
intransitivizing functions are largely taken over by special productive markers, such as the
passive suffix -yá- and the reflexive pronouns tan´¯u- and a¯tmán- (for details, see Kulikov
2006, 2007).
.. Causative oppositions
The most regular and productive causative marker in the present system is the suffix
-(p)áya-, cf. vr
˚
dh ‘grow, increase’ – vardháyati ‘makes grow, increases’, cit ‘appear, perceive’
– cetáyati ‘shows (= makes appear), makes perceive’ (∼ citáyati ‘appears’). In addition to
-(p)áya-causatives, in early Vedic we find a few other (non-productive) formal types of
present causative oppositions. In particular, the causative member is commonly expressed
by a present with the nasal suffix -nó-/-nu- (present V), -n´¯a-/-nı¯- (present IX) or nasal in-
fix -ná-/-n- (present VII), often opposed to an intransitive (anticausative) present with the
suffix -ya- (present IV) or a root present with a thematic vowel (present I). Causative op-
positions of other types are less common.4 The intransitive (anticausative) member of the
opposition is typically inflected in the middle, whilst the transitive-causative is inflected
in the active; cf.: ks. i ‘perish, destroy’: ks.ØHyate (present IV) ‘perishes’ ∼ ks. in. ´¯ati (present IX)
‘destroys’; jan ‘be born, arise’: j´¯ayate (present IV) ‘is born’ ∼ jánati (present I), janáyati
‘begets’; pu¯ ‘purify’: pávate (present I) ‘becomes clean, purifies oneself ’ ∼ pun´¯ati (present
IX) ‘purifies’. With some presents, the causative opposition is only marked by the diathesis
(middle/active), as in námate ‘bends’ (intr.) ∼ námati ‘bends’ (tr.); svádate ‘is sweet’ ∼
svádati ‘makes sweet’. In the aorist system, the causative meaning is typically expressed by
the reduplicated aorist, cf. vr
˚
dh ‘grow, increase’ – áv¯ıvr
˚
dhat ‘made grow’. There are also
labile forms that can be used both transitively and intransitively, cf. 3sg.pf.med. va¯vr
˚
dhé,
3sg.pf.act. vavárdha ‘he has grown (intr.)’ ∼ 3sg.pf.act. vavárdha ‘has increased (tr.)’ (see
Kulikov 2003).
. See e.g. Joachim (1978:21ff.).
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.. Passive
There are several verbal formations in Vedic which can be employed in passive construc-
tions. Non-finite passives include passive perfect participles with the suffix -tá-/-ná- and
gerundives, or future passive participles, with the suffixes -ya-, -tavyà- and -anØHya- . Finite
passive formations include the following (for details, see Kulikov 2006):
(1) presents with the suffix -yá- (derived from the root by means of the suffix -y(á)-,
which can only take middle endings; e.g. han ‘to kill’: 1sg. han-yé, 2sg. han-yá-se, 3sg.
han-yá-te, etc.);
(2) medio-passive i-aorists (with a defective paradigm: only 3sg. in -i, 3pl. in -ran/
-ram and participle; e.g. yuj ‘yoke, join’: 3sg. áyoji, 3pl. áyujran, part. yuja¯ná-);
(3) middle perfect/statives (which supply passive perfects for some verbal roots; also
with a defective paradigm: 3sg. in -e, 3pl. in -re and participle; e.g. hi ‘impel’: 3sg. hinvé
‘(it) is impelled’, 3pl. hinviré ‘(they) are impelled’; part. hinva¯ná-);
(4) some (isolated) middle forms.
. Syntactic notes
As most other ancient Indo-European languages, Vedic is a nominative-accusative lan-
guage. Normally, the subject surfaces in the nominative, the direct object in the accusative,
and the second object in the accusative or dative. The instrumental case has its usual
functions (comitative, instrument, passive agent). The word order is mostly free, but the
neutral word order (which is prevalent, especially in prose texts) is SOV.
. Morphological (synthetic) reciprocals
. The reciprocal meaning is expressed by the middle inflexion only
.. Middle reciprocals opposed to active non-reciprocals
In early Vedic (particularly, in the RV), the middle inflexion (middle diathesis) still plays
a rather important role as a marker of some intransitivizing derivations, thus inheriting
the functions of the (Proto-)Indo-European middle. We find several verbs whose middle
forms are employed in the reciprocal usage. However, there are not very many occur-
rences of middle forms which can be unambiguously interpreted as reciprocals (opposed
to non-reciprocal active forms). A few clear instances of middle reciprocals without pre-
verbs represent R
˚
gvedic hapaxes (i.e., forms which are attested only once and only in the
RV). These include, in particular:
mith ‘be inimical’ – na methete ‘(the day and night) are not inimical to one another’
(in RV 1.113.3; see Goto¯ 1987:244);
tr¯
˚
‘surpass, overrun’ – tarete ‘overrun one another’ in (3):
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(3) (RV 1.140.3)
ubh´¯a
both:nom.du
tarete
overrun:pres:3du.med
abhí
towards
ma¯tára¯
mother:nom.du
s´í´sum
child:acc.sg
‘Both parents overrun one another towards the child (sc. Agni, fire).’5
Quite often, a reciprocal interpretation is possible for some (but not all) middle forms,
so that we are dealing with ‘weak’ morphological oppositions of the type ‘Active: non-
reciprocal ∼ Middle: non-reciprocal/reciprocal’, as is the case of the verb yudh ‘fight’.
Active forms of yudh are employed either intransitively (‘XNOM fights (for ZLOC)’) or,
more rarely, transitively (‘XNOM fights against YACC, attacks YACC’). Middle forms are
only attested in intransitive constructions, some of which refer to reciprocal situations:
‘X(non-SG)NOM fight against each other’, as in (4):
(4) (KSp 29.5:173.14-15 = KpSp 45.6:272.21)
yad vai
when
putrau
son:nom.du
yudhyete
fight:pres:3du.med
pita¯
father:nom.sg
ta¯bhya¯m.
them
kalpayati
reconciles
‘When two sons fight against each other, the father reconciles them.’
In some cases the reciprocal interpretation is only one of possible analyses. For instance,
we find examples which are ambiguous between reciprocal and anticausative and/or re-
flexive interpretations. This yields a ‘weak’ morphological opposition of another type:
Act.: non-reciprocal ∼ Med.: non-reciprocal / reciprocal / anticausative / reflexive. The
choice between the different interpretations may require a special philological study. Ex-
amples of this type are attested, for instance, for some occurrences of middle forms of
the verbs bhr
˚
‘carry’ (cf. (5)) and uks. ‘(be)sprinkle’ (in (6)); note the difference between
analyses suggested by several Sanskritists:
(5) (RV 10.31.6)
sama¯ná
same:loc
´¯a
in
bháran. e
carrying:loc
bíbhrama¯n. a¯h.
carry:pres:part.med:nom.pl.m
‘[The gods] carrying each other (?) / being carried / moving in the same (act of) carrying.’
The passive translation of (5) suggested by most scholars6 is less likely for system-
related reasons: passive usages are very rare for middle presents other than -yá-passives.
More probable is a non-passive, anticausative (‘moving [repeatedly]’) or reciprocal (Goto¯
1987:227: ‘sich gegenseitig tragend’) interpretation; see also Kulikov (2001:132).
. See Goto¯ (1987:161); cf. also the compound mithas-túr- ‘surpassing each other’ derived from the same root
(see Section 5).
. Delbrück (1888:264); Wackernagel/Debrunner (1954:774, §619dβ); Geldner (1951: III, 178) (‘in gleicher Tra-
gung getragen’); Renou (EVP XVI, 130).
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(6) (RV 4.56.2)
devØH ...
goddess:nom.du
uks.áma¯n. e
sprinkle:pres:part.med:nom.du.f
‘The two goddesses sprinkling [ghee] / besprinkling each other.’7
We still await, among the desiderata for Vedic grammar, a comprehensive study of the
Vedic middle, which would include an exhaustive catalogue of the attested functions of
the middle forms.
.. Middle reciprocals without active counterparts: Reciproca media tantum and
symmetric predicates
There is a group of reciprocals with the middle inflexion which are not opposed to non-
reciprocal verbs with the active inflexion. This small class (mostly) consists of a few lexical
reciprocals (symmetric predicates), where the reciprocal meaning is incorporated into the
verbal semantics, such as spr
˚
dh ‘compete’ (cf. (7), (8), (15)) and ya¯d ‘unite’ (attested only
in the RV, in the present participle y´¯adama¯na- ‘uniting with sb’.) (see Goto¯ 1987:255f.):
(7) (RV 6.14.3)
spárdhante
compete:pres:3pl.med
r´¯ayah.
rich:nom.pl
‘The riches (of the Lord) compete (with each other).’
. ví-reciprocals: The reciprocal meaning is expressed by the preverb ví and middle
inflexion8
.. General remarks
More commonly (particularly in early Vedic), morphological reciprocals are derived by
means of the preverb/prefix ví (with the sandhi variant vy-) added to forms with middle
inflexion. This type seems to represent a new model, rather than the vestige of an old,
formerly (in the proto-language?) productive, formation. ví-reciprocals are attested for
some 20 verbs, mostly for the verbs of (i) hostile activities and (ii) communication/speech.
Verbs which do not belong to these classes are listed under (iii):
(i) dvis. ‘hate’ – ví-dvis. MED ‘hate each other, be inimical’ (RV+)
ji ‘win, overcome’ – ví-jiMED ‘overcome each other’ (S´B)
han ‘kill, destroy’ – ví-hanMED ‘kill, destroy each other’ (AV+)
tr
˚
h ‘crush, destroy’ – ví-tr
˚
hMED ‘crush, shatter, destroy each other’ (AV, TS)
abhi-car ‘bewitch’ – vy-abhí-carMED ‘bewitch each other’ (YV)
s´ap ‘curse’ – ví-s´apMED ‘curse each other, quarrel’ (or ‘swear’?).
. As in the case of (5), the passive interpretation as suggested for this passage by Haudry (1977:395) (‘arrosé’) is
unlikely. The sentence should rather be translated either as an absolute transitive (‘the two goddesses ... sprinkling
[ghee]’; thus Grassmann (1873:244), Geldner (1951: I, 486); cf. also Geldner’s (1951: I, 474) note ad 4.42.4a) or as
a reciprocal construction (‘besprinkling each other’; cf. Goto¯ 1993:122f.). See also Kulikov (2001:346).
. See, in particular, Delbrück (1888: 243; 1897: 431f.); Goto¯ (1987:134, 294 et passim; 1989:283; 1996:7);
Kulikov (2002).
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(ii) vac ‘speak’ – ví-vacMED ‘discuss with each other, contest on sth, argue for sth (loc)’
bru¯ ‘speak’ – ví-bru¯MED ‘discuss with each other, contest, argue’
vad ‘speak’ – (ví-)vadMED ‘discuss with each other, contest, argue’
bhaj ‘make share, distribute, give sth (acc) to sb (dat) as a share’ –
ví-bhajMED ‘distribute sth (acc) among each other, share with each other’.
(iii) añj ‘anoint’ – vy-àñjMED ‘anoint each other’ (?) (RV)
dı¯v ‘play’ – ví-dı¯vMED ‘play for sth with each other’ (YV+)
mi ‘(ex)change, alternate’ – ví-miMED ‘alternate with each other’ (?) (RV).
Next to these three small groups of reciprocals proper, ví is employed as a marker of spatial
reciprocals of disjoining. This productive class will be briefly discussed in 3.3.
.. The main syntactic types of ví-reciprocals
... “Canonical” (intransitive) reciprocals. These suggest a symmetric relation between
the subject and direct object. Usually, this type is constructed with the non-singular (dual
or plural) verbal form, as in (8)–(14):
(8) (S´B 1.5.4.6)
dev´¯as´
god:nom.pl
ca
and
v´¯a
verily
ásura¯s´
Asura:nom.pl
ca . . .
and
paspr
˚
dhire.
compete:perf:3pl.med
té
they:nom.pl
dan. d. áir
stave:inst.pl
dhánubhir
bow:inst.pl
ná
not
vy-àjayanta.
vi-overcome:impf:3pl.med
té
they:nom.pl
ha∪
prtl
á-vi-jaya-ma¯na¯
not-vi-overcome:pres-part.med:nom.pl.m
u¯cur.
say:perf:3pl.act
hánta
well
va¯cy
speech:loc.sg
èvá
prtl
bráhman
sacred.formula:loc.sg
vi-jíg¯ıs. a¯mahai
vi-overcome:des:pres:1pl.subj.med
‘The gods and the Asuras (demons) . . . were [once] competing. With staves and bows they
did not overcome one another. [Neither of] them gaining victory over one another, they
(the Asuras) said: “Well, we will try to overcome one another by means of speech, by means
of sacred formula!”’
(9) (TS 5.2.4.1)
ví
vi
v´¯a
prtl
etáu
this:nom.du.m
dvis. -a¯te
hate:pres-3du.med
yás´
which:nom.sg.m
ca
and
pur´¯a∪
earlier
agnír
fire:nom.sg
yás´
which:nom.sg.m
ca∪
and
ukh´¯aya¯m
vessel:loc.sg
‘The fire which [was] earlier and the one which is in the vessel are enemies (lit. hate each
other).’
(10) (TS 2.2.6.2)
... yó
who
ví-dvis. -a¯náyor
vi-hate:pres-part.med:gen.du.m
ánnam
food:acc.sg
átti
eats
‘... who eats the food of two enemies.’9
. Note that the lexicalized participle of the reciprocal ví-dvis. MED functions here as a substantive meaning ‘enemy’.
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(11) (KS 10.7:131.19)
abhicára-n
bewitch:pres-part.act:nom.sg.m
va¯∪
or
abhicar-yá-ma¯n. o
bewitch-pres.pass-part.med.nom.sg.m
va¯
or
dev´¯as´
god:nom.pl
ca v´¯a
and
ásura¯s´
Asura:nom.pl
ca
and
vy-abhyàcara-nta
vi-bewitch:impf-3pl.med
‘Bewitching or being bewitched, the gods and the Asuras (demons) bewitched each other.’
(12) (RV 9.86.43)
añj-áte
anoint:pres-3pl.med
vy
vi
àñj-ate
anoint:pres-3pl.med
sám
together
añj-ate
anoint:pres-3pl.med
krátum.
mental.power:acc.sg
rih-anti
lick:pres-3pl.med
mádhuna¯∪
sweetness:inst.sg
abhy
on
àñj-ate
anoint:pres-3pl.med
‘They (= waters) anoint themselves (with Soma), anoint each other (?), mix together with
each other (?), lick (Soma´s) mental power, anoint themselves with (his) sweetness.’10
In some cases the reciprocal meaning is expressed both morphologically (with the preverb
ví + middle inflexion) and periphrastically, by means of the adverb mithás ‘mutually’ (see
Section 4.1):
(13) (AV 3.30.4)
yéna
which:inst.sg
dev´¯a
god:nom.pl
ná
not
vi-y-ánti
vi-go:pres-3pl.act
ná∪
not
u ca
and
vi-dvis. -áte
vi-hate:pres-3pl.med
mitháh. /
mutually
tát
that
kr
˚
n. -mo
make:pres-1pl.act
bráhma
incantation:acc.sg
vo
your
gr
˚
hé
house:loc.sg
‘We perform in your house that incantation by virtue of which the gods do not go apart,
do not hate one another (mutually).’
(14) (AV 6.32.3 = 8.8.21)
mithó
mutually
vi-ghn-a¯n´¯a
vi-kill:pres-part.med:nom.pl.m
úpa
to
y-antu
go:pres-3pl.imp.act
mr
˚
tyúm
death:acc.sg
‘Mutually crushing each other, let them (sc. our enemies) go to their death.’
Alongside ‘symmetric’ constructions with non-singular verbal forms we also find a ‘non-
symmetric’ pattern with the verb in the singular constructed with the subject in the
nominative and an oblique object in the instrumental referring to another participant
of the reciprocal situation (cf. Russian Ivan celuetsja s Annoj, German Hans küsst sich mit
Anna), as in (15):
(15) (MS 1.5.11:80.7–8)
yéna
who.inst.sg
spárdha-te
compete:pres-3sg.med
yéna
who:inst.sg
va¯
or
vy-abhicára-te ...
vi-bewitch-pres:3sg.med
. Example (12) is taken from a hymn describing the process of mixing Soma (sacral sap) with waters. Al-
though most translators do not interpret ví as a reciprocal marker (Grassmann (1873: 24f.): ‘durchsalben’; Geldner
(1951: III, 83–4): ‘sie salben sich, sie salben sich bunt, sie salben sich gleich ...’; explaining further: “añj, vi-añj
und sam-añj wohl drei verschiedene Arten der Salbung”; Renou (EVP IX, 36): ‘(Les eaux) s’oignent, s’oignent
d’outre en outre ...’; likewise Elizarenkova (1999:81): ‘Oni umašcˇajutsja, umašcˇajutsja naskvoz´, umašcˇajutsja osno-
vatel´no ...’), the meaning ‘mutually, each other’ seems quite appropriate in the context.
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‘With whom he competes or (lit.) with whom he bewitches [i.e. with whom he brings
about the mutual bewitching], (that one ...).’
... “Indirect” (transitive) reciprocals. These denote a symmetric relation between the
subject and non-direct (typically, indirect) object, which surfaces either as a second ac-
cusative argument, or as a dative argument. Here belong a number of reciprocals derived
from verbs of speech. Compare the non-reciprocal construction with the verb vac ‘speak’
constructed with the accusative of speech and the dative of the addressee (16) and the
reciprocal construction (17):
(16) (RV 1.129.3)
índra∪
Indra:voc
utá
and
túbhyam.
you:dat
tád . . .
that:acc
voc-a-m
speak:aor-subj-1sg.act
‘And I will tell it to you, oh Indra ...’
(17) (RV 6.31.1)
ví
vi
toké
seed:loc.sg
apsú
water:loc.pl
tánaye
offspring:loc.sg
ca
and
s´¯ure∪
sun.loc.sg
ávoc-anta
speak:aor-3pl.med
cars.an. áyo
tribe:nom.pl
víva¯c-ah.
contest-acc.pl
‘The tribes contested (lit. contested contests) on seed, waters and offspring, on the sun.’11
The middle forms with the preverb ví of two other verbs of speech, bru¯ and vad, are em-
ployed in similar usages (the latter ousts ví-vacMED in late Vedic texts, from the Bra¯hman. as
onwards), cf.:
(18) (RV 6.25.4cd)
toké
seed:loc.sg
va¯
or
gós.u
cow:loc.pl
tánaye
offspring:loc.sg
yád
when
apsú
water:loc.pl
ví
vi
krándas-¯ı
army-nom.du
urvára¯su
field:loc.pl
bráv-aite
speak:pres-3du.subj.med
‘... or when two armies contest on seed, on cows, on offspring, on waters, on fields.’
(19) (S´A¯ 4.14 = Kaus.U 2.14)
eta¯ ha vai
this:nom.pl.f
devata¯
deity:nom.pl
aham. -s´reyase
I-superior:loc
vi-vada-ma¯na¯
vi-speak:pres-part.med:nom.pl.m
asma¯c
this:abl
char¯ıra¯d
body:abl
uc-cakram-uh.
out-go:perf-3pl.act
‘Once these deities, each arguing for its own preeminence, departed from this body.’
Note that the middle forms without the preverb ví are attested in the same usage (see
Delbrück 1888: 246), which must be due to the symmetric character of the verb, as in (20):
(20) (MS 4.4.1:41.19)
tásmin
that:loc
v´¯a avadeta¯m
speak:impf:3du.med
‘They both discussed / argued for that.’
. For the corresponding root noun víva¯c- ‘(verbal) contest, competition’, see Section 5.
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“Indirect” reciprocals can also be made from the verb bhaj ‘make share, distribute’. The
base (non-reciprocal) construction of bhaj ‘make share, distribute, give sth (acc) to sb
(dat) as a share’ is attested with the active forms (usually with the preverb ví), with the
accusative or genitive of shared goods and with the dative of the recipient of distribution
(see Jamison 1983:129, Goto¯ 1987:221f.): ‘XNOM apportions YgoodsACC/GEN to ZrecipientDAT’,
as in (21). Accordingly, the corresponding reciprocal, ví-bhajMED, means ‘distribute sth
(acc) among each other, share with each other’, as in (22):
(21) (RV 10.48.1)
ahám.
I:nom
da¯s´ús.-e
worshipper-dat.sg
ví
vi
bhaja¯mi
distribute:pres:1sg.act
bhójanam
food:acc.sg
‘I (= Indra) apportion food to the one who worships [me].’
(22) (RV 10.108.8)
tá
they:nom.pl
etám
this
u¯rvám.
herd:acc.sg
ví
vi
bhajanta
distribute:pres:3pl.med.subj
góna¯m
cow:gen.pl
‘They will share with each other this herd of cows.’
Another verb which forms non-direct object reciprocals is d¯ıv ‘play’. Middle forms
with the preverb ví are employed in constructions where the stake (i.e. that which is
played/gambled for) is expressed by an accusative direct object, meaning ‘X(non-SG)NOM
play for YACC with each other’,12 as in (23); some late texts also attest active forms with the
preverb ví in the same usage:13
(23) (MS 4.4.6:57.10 ∼ A¯pS´S 18.19.2 ∼ Va¯rS´S 3.3.3.24 ∼ HirS´S 13.6.29)
tátra
there
pas. t.hauhØH æ˙m
young.cow:acc.sg
ví
vi
dı¯vya-nte [HirS´S
play:pres-3pl.med
dı¯vya-nti]
play:pres-3pl.act
‘There they play for a young cow.’
.. ví-reciprocals combined with other valence-changing categories
Unlike many Western Indo-European languages, Indo-Aryan has developed productive
morphological causatives (present with the suffix -áya- and reduplicated aorist) and pas-
sives (present with the suffix -yá-); see Sections 2.4.2–3. All these derivatives can be made
from ví-reciprocals.
... Causatives derived from reciprocals. They are attested for the verb dvis. ‘hate’. It
is important to note that causatives are normally inflected in the active, and thus the
causative derivation “absorbs” the middle diathesis, so that the preverb ví remains the
only reciprocal marker:
. The translation ‘verspielen’ (Böhtlingk & Roth, PW III, 617) is erroneous. For a comprehensive description of
the play, see Falk (1986:134ff. et passim).
. The active inflexion attested in the HirS´S (23) must be secondary; see Schroeder (1883–84:7); Oertel
(1934:66f.) [= Kl. Schr. I, 697f.].
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(24) (AVP 2.58.1)
vi-dves. -an. am.
vi-hate-nr:nom.sg
kila∪
verily
a¯sitha
be:perf:2sg.act
+yatha¯∪
since
enau
he:acc.du
vy-adidvis. ah.
vi-hate:caus.aor:2sg.act
‘Verily, you are causing (mutual) hostility, for you have made them (both) inimical to each
other (lit. made hate each other).’ (a verse addressed to a magic amulet)14
Note that the nomen actionis vi-dves.an. a- is derived from the causative reciprocal (‘causing
(mutual) hostility’), not from the reciprocal proper (‘(mutual) hostility’).
... Passives derived from reciprocals
.... Passives derived from “indirect” reciprocals are attested for ví-bhajMED ‘share sth
(acc) with each other’ (cf. (21)–(22)). The main problem is distinguishing between recip-
rocal passives and passives of the non-reciprocal verbs, which are also quite common with
the preverb ví: since the -yá-passive is always inflected in the middle, the morphological
opposition ‘Active ∼ Middle’ is neutralized, so that the passive vi-bh-æ"jyáte may represent
either a non-reciprocal passive (‘be shared, be distributed’) or a reciprocal passive (‘be
distributed [by sb. among each other], be shared [by sb. with each other]’). By definition,
the subject of a reciprocal construction can only be non-singular (plural or dual): ‘X’s / X
and Y share sth. with each other’. Accordingly, the presence of a non-singular agent makes
possible a reciprocal interpretation.
Thus, for instance, in the context of the plural subject sátva¯no ‘the warriors’, a recip-
rocal interpretation is very likely:
(25) (MS 2.2.13:25.13)
sátva¯no
warrior:nom.pl
g´¯a
cow:acc.pl
ichanti
seek:pres:3pl.act
yád
when
eté
this:nom.pl.m
tan. d. ul´¯a
grain:nom.pl
vi-bha¯j-yá-nte
vi-distribute-pres.pass-3pl.med
‘The warriors seek for cows, when these grains are distributed [by warriors among each
other (?)] ...’
In (26), the reciprocal interpretation of vi is supported by the reciprocal adverb mithas
‘mutually’ (see Section 4.1) and by the commentator’s gloss parasparam ‘each other’:
(26) (HirS´S 3.8.66)
adhi´srayan. a-ka¯le
putting.on.fire-time:loc.sg
mitho
mutually
vi-bhaj-yeran
vi-distribute-pres.pass:3pl.opt.med
‘When one puts [the oblation] on [fire], [the rice grains] should be (mutually) distributed
(among each other).’
. Cf. Hoffmann’s (1976:567) translation: ‘weil du die beiden hast sich verfeinden lassen’.
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.... Passive derived from a “canonical” reciprocal is attested for at least one Vedic verb,
tr
˚
h ‘crush, destroy’. An example of the reciprocal of this verb occurs in the TS:
(27) (TS 2.2.11.2)
vi-tr
˚
æ˙mh-a¯n. ´¯as
vi-crush:pres-part.med:nom.sg.m
tis. t.hanti
stand:pres:3pl.act
‘[They] keep crushing each other.’
The passive tr
˚
hyá-te occurs 3 times, only in the AV. Two of these attestations instantiate a
reciprocal construction, as in (28):
(28) (AV 1.28.4)
ádha¯
then
mithó
mutually
vikes´yò
hairless
ví
vi
ghn-ata¯m.
kill:pres-3pl.imp.med
ya¯tudha¯nyò
sorceress:nom.pl
ví
vi
tr
˚
h-ya-nta¯m
crush-pres.pass-3pl.imp
ara¯yyàh.
hag:nom.pl
‘. . . then let the hairless sorceresses (mutually) kill each other; let the hags be crushed
(killed) by each other.’
This translation seems more adequate than the non-reciprocal one suggested by Whitney
& Lanman (1905: I, 29): ‘. . . then let the horrid-haired sorceresses mutually crush one
another; let the hags be shattered asunder.’ The reciprocal interpretation (‘let the hags
be shattered (killed) by each other’) is supported (i) by the reciprocal construction (ví
ghnata¯m ‘let (them) kill each other’) in the preceding clause, and (ii) by another attestation
of the passive tr
˚
hyá-te (29), where the reciprocal meaning is expressed by the reciprocal
adverb mithás ‘mutually’:
(29) (AVS´ 5.17.7 ∼ AVP 9.15.7)
v¯ır´¯a
hero:nom.pl
yé
who:nom.pl.m
tr
˚
h-yá-nte (AVS´) /
crush-pres.pass-3pl
han-ya-nte (AVP)
kill-pres.pass-3pl
mithó
mutually
brahmaja¯y´¯a
Brahman’s.wife:nom.sg
hinas-ti
hurt:pres-3sg.act
t´¯an
they:acc.pl.m
‘When heroes are mutually crushed it is the Brahman’s wife who hurts them.’
Passives of “canonical” reciprocals, albeit very rare, are worthy of special discussion. From
the typological point of view, this syntactic type is extremely rare. While the indirect re-
ciprocal derivation retains the initial direct object, so that passivization remains possible,
a canonical reciprocal must be intransitive by definition, which, at first glance, rules out
passivization. In the case of the periphrastic reciprocal construction (cf. English each other,
German einander), at least a formal possibility of passivization exists due to the presence
of a pronominal direct object (each other, einander) in the syntactic structure (they crush
each other → they are crushed by each other). In the case of a morphological reciprocal (as
in Vedic), the syntactic aspects of this derivation remain unclear. It may be the case that
this peculiar construction was brought to life by some particular stylistic technique found
in poetic texts.
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.. The polysemy and etymology of ví
The range of meanings expressed by ví includes:
(i) splitting into parts, transformation of one single object into a group of objects or
change of state resulting in certain autonomy of the parts of the object (cf. the case of the
open gate15), cf. bhid ‘break, split’ – ví-bhid ‘break, split (asunder)’, jña¯ ‘know’ – ví-jña¯
‘discern’, s´ri ‘adhere’ – ví-s´ri ‘open’;
(ii) spreading, expanding, cf. bhr
˚
‘bring’ – ví-bhr
˚
‘spread’, sr
˚
‘run’ – ví-sr
˚
‘run in several
directions’;
(iii) distributive, cf. dha¯ ‘put, place’ – ví-dha¯ ‘distribute, arrange’;
(iv) reversive, cf. vr
˚
‘close’ – ví-vr
˚
‘open (doors)’, sa¯ ‘tie’ – ví-s. a¯ ‘untie’;
(v) removing, leaving some space, cf. nı¯ ‘carry’ – ví-nı¯ ‘take away’, tr¯
˚
‘(over)pass; bring,
carry over’ – ví-tr¯
˚
‘bring away, carry off ’, tap ‘warm’ – ví-tap ‘give out heat’;
(vi) change, cf. kr
˚
‘make’ – ví-kr
˚
‘shape (up), change, disfigure’;16 cf. also ru¯pá- ‘form,
appearance’ – ví-ru¯pa- ‘variegated, multiform’.
The set of functions attested for ví is quite unusual for the reciprocal morphemes in
Indo-European languages, but is in line with its etymology. Already in the early Indo-
European studies ví is traced back to the PIE adverb *dvis ‘in two’ (*dvi- in compounds)
derived from the numeral ‘two’ (see, e.g., Pott 1859:705ff.), thus being genetically related
to Ancient Greek δια-, Lat. dis-, Old High German ze(r)-, for which similar meanings
are attested. Although Mayrhofer (EWAia II, 550) evaluates this etymology with skepti-
cism, it is convincing both from the phonological17 and semantic point of view. The most
remarkable parallel to the Vedic ví is the Ancient Greek prefix δια-, which also may ren-
der the reciprocal meaning; to mention just a few examples taken from Pott’s study (Pott
1859:733): διά-λoγoς ‘Unterredung’, δια-7ιπ7
Û
ıν ‘mit einander sprechen’ (the exact ety-
mological cognate of Ved. ví-vacMED), δια-κυνέω ‘sich gegenseitig küssen’, δια-κυρ¢Hττoµαι
‘sich unter einander stoßen’, δια-π7ιλέω ‘sich gegenseitig bedrohen’, δια-µάχoµαι ‘fight
against each other’. Note that, in some of these Greek examples, the reciprocal meaning
is expressed by forms with the active inflexion.
. Spatial reciprocals with the preverbs ví and sám and sociatives with sám
Spatial reciprocals with the preverbs ví ‘apart’ and sám ‘together’ denoting separating and
joining, respectively, are much more productive than reciprocals proper with the middle
inflexion and preverb ví. Unlike reciprocals proper, they can take both middle and active
endings. Middle forms are typically employed as subject-oriented reciprocals (i.e. refer to
separating/joining of the participants denoted by the subject: ‘come together’, etc.), while
active forms can be employed either as subject-oriented reciprocals (cf. vi-yánti ‘(they)
. For this meaning, see, in particular, Elizarenkova (2001:120ff.).
. This semantics may result from the development of the following implicatures: ‘make in parts, asunder’ →
‘disintegrate’ → ‘disfigure’ → ‘change’.
. See especially the convincing argumentation in Lubotsky (1994:202ff.).
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Table 1.
Active Middle
(Ø) transitives (e.g. bharati ‘X brings Y’);
intransitives (e.g. gacchati ‘X goes’);
etc.
many symmetric predicates (including some
lexical reciprocals), reflexives, . . .
(bharate ‘Y brings oneself, moves’ (ref.);
‘X brings Y for oneself ’ (self-benef.))
sám object-oriented spatial reciprocals of joining
(e.g. sám bharati ‘X brings Ys together’);
(sociatives)
subject-oriented spatial reciprocals of joining
(e.g. sám. gacchante ‘Xs come together’);
sociatives (e.g. sám pibante ‘Xs drink together’)
ví object-oriented spatial reciprocals of
separating (e.g. ví bharati ‘X spreads Ys
asunder, distributes Ys’);
(subject-oriented spatial reciprocals of
separating [e.g. vi-yánti ‘(they) go apart’])
subject-oriented spatial reciprocals of separating
(e.g. ví gacchante ‘Xs go asunder, separate’);
reciprocals proper (e.g. ví jayante ‘Xs overcome
each other’)
go apart’ in (13)), or, more commonly, as object-oriented reciprocals (i.e. referring to
separating/joining of the participants denoted by the object: ‘bring together’, etc.). Some
of the middle (and, more rarely, active) forms with sám should be qualified as sociatives,
meaning ‘perform the activity expressed by the base verb together’, rather than spatial
reciprocals (e.g. ‘come together’). In some cases, the distinction between these two types
cannot be drawn with accuracy.
The system of meanings expressed by the preverbs ví and sám is schematically repre-
sented in Table 1.
A detailed study of spatial reciprocals and sociatives remains a desideratum; below I
confine myself to a few examples:
(i) (spatial) reciprocals:
i ‘go’ – sám-iMED ‘come together’ – ví-i ‘go apart’, cf. (13)
kram ‘step’ – sám. -kramMED ‘come together, meet’ (AV, S´B)
gam ‘go’ – sám. -gamMED ‘meet together, unite; meet for fighting, fight
with each other’, cf. (30)
car ‘move, walk’ – sám. -carMED ‘meet’ (RV+)
jña¯ ‘know’ – sám. -jña¯MED ‘agree (with each other)’ (cf. (49)) – ví-jña¯
‘distinguish (from each other)’
da¯ ‘tie’ – sám. -da¯ ‘tie together’ – ví-da¯ ‘untie’, cf. (34)
dhr
˚
‘keep, hold’ – sám. -dhr
˚
‘keep together’ – ví-dhr
˚
‘keep apart’, cf. (31, 49)
bha¯s. ‘talk, speak’ – sam. -bha¯s. MED ‘converse (with each other)’, cf. (54).
(ii) sociatives:
kamp ‘tremble’ – sam. -kamp ‘tremble together’, cf. (31)
krus´ ‘shout’ – sám. -krus´ ‘shout together’
tr
˚
p ‘rejoice’ – sam. -tr
˚
p ‘rejoice together’, cf. (32).
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Examples of constructions with spatial reciprocals and sám sociatives are:
(30) (S´BM 1.8.3.6 ∼ S´BK 2.8.1.5)
caturthé
fourth:loc
púrus. e
generation:loc.sg
tr
˚
tØHye
third:loc
sám.
together
gaccha¯mahe
go:pres:3pl.subj.med
‘In the fourth, in the third generation we will meet together [as enemies].’18
(31) (KS 25.6:110.18f. ∼ KpS 39.4:253.14f.)
ime
this:nom.pl.m
vai
verily
loka¯
world:nom.pl
a-vi-dhr
˚
ta¯
not-apart-kept:nom.pl.m
a¯sa æ˙ms.
be:impf:3pl.act
te
they:nom.pl
sam. -pra¯kampanta.
together-tremble:impf:3pl.med
ta¯n
they:acc.pl
deva¯
god:nom.pl
etair
these:inst
yajurbhir
sacrificial.formula:inst.pl
vy-as. t.abhnuvan
apart-set:impf:3pl.act
‘Verily, these worlds were not kept apart. They were trembling together.19 The gods set
them apart by means of these sacrificial formulae.’
(32) (KB 12.5 [ed. Sarma 12.6.16])
pra¯tah.
in.the.morning
sarva¯
all:nom.pl.f
devata¯h.
deity:nom.pl
sam.
together
tr
˚
pyante20
rejoice:pres:3pl.med
‘In the morning all deities rejoice together’.
(33) (JB 1.155:8–10)
ta ime
this:nom.pl.m
loka¯
world:nom.pl
vy-avr
˚
hyanta,
apart-break:pass.impf:3pl
vi
apart
yajño
sacrifice:nom.sg
’vr
˚
hyata.
break:pass.impf:3sg
te
those
deva¯
god:nom.pl
aka¯mayanta:
wished
sam
together
ima¯n
this:acc.pl.m
loka¯n
world:acc.pl
dadhya¯ma,
put:pres:1pl.opt.act
sam.
together
yajñam.
sacrifice:acc.sg
dadhya¯ma
put:pres:1pl.opt.act
iti
thus
‘These worlds broke apart, the sacrifice broke apart. The gods wished: “Let us put together
these worlds, let us put together the sacrifice”.’
(34) (TB 3.10.9.1–3)
praj´¯apatir
Praja¯pati:nom
dev´¯an
god:acc.pl
asr
˚
jata.
created
té
they:nom.pl.m
pa¯pmána¯
evil:inst.sg
sám. -dita¯
together-tied:nom.pl.m
aja¯yanta.
were.born
t´¯an
they:acc.pl.m
vy
apart
àdyat
tie:impf:3sg.act
‘Praja¯pati created the gods. When they were born, they were tied together with evil. He
untied them.’
. Geldner (1889:281): ‘... im vierten, im dritten Gliede (der Verwandtschaft) dürfen wir uns geschlechtlich ver-
einigen.’ Explaining this passage, Weber-Brosamer (1988:86f., with fn. 195) rightly points out that sám. gaccha¯mahe
refers to fighting, not to sexual intercourse (as Geldner, and, subsequently, Rau (1957:40), understood it).
. Goto¯ (1987:110) erroneously translates this form as a non-sociative, taking sam
(·)- as the marker of completive
actionality: ‘Sie waren in völlig (sam) erregter Bewegung’.
. Some manuscripts attest variant readings with the active inflexion: tr
˚
pyanti.
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By the end of the Vedic period, (spatial) reciprocals/sociatives with sám and reciprocals of
separating with ví reach an absolute productivity and cover the major part of the verbal
dictionary (cf. the situation with the Latin prefixes con- and dis- of similar semantics).
. Constructions with reciprocal pronouns and adverbs
Analytic markers of reciprocity show higher degree of productivity and regularity than
morphological reciprocals with ví (which can only be made from a rather limited class of
verbs) and sám (which cover only a part of the semantic domain of reciprocals). A more
common reciprocal marker is the adverb mithás ‘mutually’; from middle Vedic onwards,
it cedes to the polyptotic reciprocal pronoun anyó (a)nyá-.21
. Reciprocals with the adverb mithás
The reciprocal adverb mithás (with the sandhi variants mitháh. , mithó) ‘mutually’ is al-
most exclusively used with middle verbal forms. In the RV, mithás-reciprocals are attested
with some 15 verbs and can form reciprocals of different syntactic types.
(i) “Canonical” reciprocals:
vap ‘scatter, (be)sprinkle’ – mithó vapanta ‘they (= the Maruts) besprinkle each
other’
hi ‘urge, impel’ – mithó hinva¯n´¯a ‘impelling each other’ (cf. (35))
pu¯ ‘purify’ – puna¯né mitháh. ‘purifying each other [of earth and
heaven]’.
(ii) “Possessive” reciprocals:
rih ‘lick’ – rihaté kakúbho mitháh. ‘they lick each other’s backs’
(as bulls do) (cf. (36)).
(iii) It can also be (pleonastically) used with symmetric predicates and morphological
middle reciprocals (including reciprocals with sám):
nas ‘(happily) unite, approach’ – sám. ... mithó nasanta ‘they mutually happily
unite (with their relatives)’ (RV 8.72.14; see Goto¯
1987:200)
yat ‘be in place, arranged’ – ná yatante mithás ‘they are not in competition with
each other’
spr
˚
dh ‘compete’ – sám. ... mitháh. paspr
˚
dha¯n´¯asah. ‘competing with each
other’.
. For a general survey of the reciprocal pronouns and constructions in Indo-European, see, in particular, Krisch
(1999).
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Note that mithás does not occur in constructions with “indirect” reciprocals.
Examples are:
(35) (RV 10.65.2)
indra¯gnØH ...
Indra-Agni:nom.du
mithó
mutually
hinv-a¯n´¯a
impel:pres-part.med:nom-acc.du.m
tanv`¯a
refl:nom-acc.du
sámokasa¯
having.same.abode:nom-acc.du.m
‘Indra and Agni, ... mutually impelling each other themselves, having same abode ...’
Note that in (35) the reciprocal adverb mithás co-occurs with the emphatic reflexive
pronoun tan´¯u- ‘(one)self ’ (on which see Kulikov 2007).
(36) (RV 8.20.21)
rihaté
lick:pres:3pl.med
kakúbho
back:acc.pl
mitháh.
mutually
‘They lick each other’s backs.’
(37) (RV 10.68.10)
y´¯at
while
s´¯urya¯-m´¯asa¯
sun-moon:nom.du
mithá
mutually
uccára¯tah.
rise:pres:2.du.subj.act
‘... while the sun and moon will rise one after another.’
mithás can also be employed with nominal forms, adjectives (as in (38)) and substantives:
(38) (RV 7.38.5)
yé
who:nom.pl.m
mithó
mutually
vanús.ah.
competing:nom.pl
sápante
take.care:pres:3pl.med
‘... who, competing with each other, take care ...’ (see Goto¯ 1987:323, fn. 783)
Furthermore, mithás- appears as the first element of some compounds (see Section 5).
The adverb mithás becomes less frequent after the RV. It is interesting to note that all
its attestations in the AV occur in pleonastic usages, in the compound mitho-yodhá- ‘bat-
tle, fight’ in AV 12.5.24 (see Section 5), i.e., with a verbal noun derived from a symmetric
predicate, and in constructions with ví-reciprocals, cf. (13, 14, 28). Likewise, in later texts
(in particular, in post-Vedic), it is often (mostly?), used pleonastically, as in (39), where it
co-occurs with the reciprocal pronoun anyonyam ‘each other’:
(39) (ManuSmr
˚
. 7.89)
a¯haves.u
battle:loc.pl
mitho
mutually
anyonyam.
each.other
jigha¯m. santo
kill:des:part.act:nom.pl.m
mahı¯ks. itah.
king:nom.pl
‘The kings who, seeking to kill each other in battles ...’
. Reciprocal constructions with the pronoun anyó (a)nyá-
Reciprocal constructions with the reciprocal pronoun anyó (a)nyá- represent the most
frequent type of the Sanskrit reciprocals. The polyptotic reciprocal marker (RM) anyó ...
anyá- (anyò’nyá-, anyonya-) represents the iteration of the pronominal adjective anyá-
‘another, one of a number, the other’ (for its usages, see, in particular, Jamison 1997),
thus literally meaning ‘another ... another’; cf. English reciprocal one another, Latvian cits
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citu lit. ‘another (nom) another (acc)’. The first component (anyó-) is the sandhi form
of the singular masculine nominative anyás (anyáh. ) before voiced consonants and a; the
accent on -ò- and the loss of the following a also result from the sandhi. In contrast to the
reciprocal adverb mithás, which occurs with middle verbal forms, anyó (a)nyá- typically
combines with active forms.
.. The main syntactic types of reciprocal constructions with anyó (a)nyá-
The pronoun anyó (a)nyá- can express reciprocal relations between the subject and any
other argument, including the direct object, indirect object, possessor noun, etc. Ac-
cordingly, the second part may appear in different case forms: accusative (= “canonical”
reciprocals, cf. (40, 42, 44–5, 49)), dative (= “indirect” reciprocals, cf. (47)), genitive
(= “possessive” reciprocals, cf. (50–51)), locative (cf. (53)), or instrumental (cf. (46)).
.. The historical development of reciprocal constructions with anyó (a)nyá-
From the early Vedic period onwards, we observe both an increase of productivity of anyó
(a)nyá- and its morphological evolution from a free combination of words into a gram-
maticalized pronoun (see, in particular, Wackernagel 1905:322f.). This section offers a
brief survey of the history of constructions with anyó (a)nyá-.
... Early Vedic (the early R® gveda). In the earliest documented period, i.e. in the RV,
reciprocal constructions with anyó ... anyá- are still rare. As mentioned above, reciprocity
is more often expressed by other markers: middle endings, the preverbs ví and sám, and
the adverb mithás. In the RV, we find as few as five attestations of the reciprocal proto-
pronoun anyó(-)(a)nyá-. It is not yet grammaticalized as a single reciprocal marker, its
constituent parts being essentially autonomous lexical units, which can be separated by
other word(s). Both parts of the ‘quasi-pronoun’ agree in number and gender with the
antecedent noun. The verbal form agrees with the first part of the reciprocal pronoun,
and thus appears in the singular, as in (40):
(40) (RV 7.103.3–4)
anyó
other:nom.sg.m
anyám
other:acc.sg.m
úpa
to
vádantam
call:pres:part.act:acc.sg.m
eti
go:pres:3sg.act
anyó
other:nom.sg.m
anyám
other:acc.sg.m
ánu gr
˚
bhn. a¯ty
support:pres:3sg.act
enor
they:gen.du
‘One (frog) goes to the call of another; one of the two supports another.’
The syntactic pattern attested with anyá- ... anyá- in early Vedic is schematically repre-
sented in (41):
(41) RM1:nom S:gen.non-sg RM2:acc V:sg
(RM1 and RM2 stand for the first and second part of the reciprocal pronoun, S stands for
the noun denoting the group of participants of the reciprocal situation, i.e. the antecedent
of the reciprocal pronoun).
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The only instance of the reciprocal proto-pronoun anyá- ... anyá- with a plural verbal
form (in a construction where the second part of the reciprocal pronoun appears in a
non-accusative (genitive) case) is attested in the late book 10 of the RV, cf. (42b):
(42) (RV 10.97.14)
a. any´¯a
other:nom.sg.f
vo
you:gen.pl
any´¯am
other:acc.sg.f
avatu∪
help:pres:3sg.imp.act
b. any´¯a∪
other:nom.sg.f
anyásya¯
other:gen.sg.f
úpa¯vata
stand.by:pres:2pl.imp.act
‘Let one of you (medical plants) help another; stand one by another.’
... Late early Vedic (late books of the R® gveda, Atharvaveda). At the end of the early
Vedic period, in the late Rgveda and Atharvaveda, pattern (41) yields to the structure (43),
with the verb in the non-singular (plural or dual) form, as illustrated in (44):
(43) S:nom.non-sg RM1:nom (. . .) RM2:acc V:non-sg
(44) (AVS´ 12.3.50)
sám
together
agnáyo
fire:nom.pl
vid-ur
know:perf-3pl.act
anyó
other:nom.sg.m
anyám
other:acc.sg.m
‘The fires know each other.’
Reciprocal constructions with the singular verbal forms virtually disappear after the RV.
The constituent parts of the reciprocal pronoun normally occur adjacent to each other, as
in (44), but they can still be separated by other word(s), as in (45). The singular form of
RM1 and RM2 is not yet completely generalized. Thus, in the Paippala¯da recension of the
Atharvaveda, we find a rare example (45), where both parts of the pronoun anyó ... anyá-
appear in the plural:
(45) (AVP 5.10.7)
hata¯so
hit:part.perf.pass:nom.pl.m
anye
other:nom.pl.m
yodhayanty
fight:pres.caus:3pl.act
+anya¯m. s
other:acc.pl.m
‘Those which are hit incite one another to fighting.’ (lit. ‘make fight one another’; said of
alcohol-drinkers)
... Middle and late Vedic. The language of the Vedic prose (foremost, Bra¯hman. as)
displays a number of features that testify to a further grammaticalization of anyò’nyá-:
(i) Inseparability.
The parts of the reciprocal pronoun anyò’nyá- cannot be separated by other words.
(ii) Accentuation.
Although in most accentuated texts (in particular, in Taittirı¯ya-Sam. hita¯, Maitra¯yan. ı¯
Sam. hita¯, S´atapatha-Bra¯hman. a), both parts of the reciprocal pronoun bear accents (anyò-
anyá-; see Wackernagel 1905:322f.), as, for instance, in (46, 50, 51, 53), we also find an
example of a single accent (in this case, on the first component of the pronoun), attested
in the Taittirı¯ya-Bra¯hman. a (cf. (47); see Debrunner 1957:89):
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(46) (S´B 14.4.3.30 = BA¯UK 1.5.23)
t´¯ani
that:nom.pl.n
sr
˚
s. t. ´¯any
created:nom.pl.n
anyò-nyéna∪
other:nom.sg.m-other:inst.sg.m/n
aspardhanta
compete:impf:3pl.med
‘Those created (active functions) competed with each other.’
(47) (TB 1.3.2.1)
té
they:nom.pl.m
anyò-nyasmai
other:nom.sg.m-other:dat.sg.m
ná∪
not
atis. t.hanta
stand:impf:3pl.med
‘They (the gods) did not adhere to each other.’
Unfortunately, this is the only example of anyò-nya- found in the TB, so that we cannot be
sure whether this was a feature of the dialect of the TB, or just a minor lapsus of the scribe.
(iii) Number and gender agreement.
The reciprocal pronoun generalizes the singular form for both of its parts, so that
examples such as (45) become impossible. The gender agreement of the constituent parts
of the reciprocal pronoun follows one of the following two patterns: (a) anya-[m/n/f]-
anya-[m/n/f] or (b) anyó[m]-anyá-[m/n/f]. In constructions of type (a), both parts of the
reciprocal pronoun agree in gender with the nominal antecedent. This pattern is attested
only in very few texts, in particular, in the relatively late Jaiminı¯ya-Bra¯hman. a. Cf. (48),
where the feminine substantive praja¯[h. ] ‘creatures’ triggers the feminine gender on both
RM1 (anya¯) and RM2 (anya¯m):
(48) (JB 1.117:1–2)
praja¯patih.
P.
praja¯
creature:acc.pl
asr
˚
jata. ...
created
ta¯
they:nom.pl.f
as´ana¯yant¯ır
being.hungry:nom.pl.f
anya¯-nya¯m
other:nom.sg.f-other:acc.sg.f
a¯dan
eat:impf:3pl.act
‘Praja¯pati created the creatures. [...] Being hungry, they ate each other.’
Most texts have generalized the masculine form of the first part of the reciprocal pronoun
(anyo-) and thus follow the agreement pattern (b). Consequently, we observe in (49) (a
passage from the Pañcavim. s´a-Bra¯hman. a parallel to (48)) and in (50) that the feminine
gender is only marked on the second element of the reciprocal pronoun, whereas the first
component is in the masculine (anyo-, not **anya¯-). In (51), the masculine (anyo-) is
used instead of the neuter form (**anyad-) according to the same pattern:
(49) (PB 24.11.2)
praja¯patih.
P.:nom
praja¯
creature:acc.pl
asr
˚
jata.
created
ta¯
they:nom.pl.f
a-vidhr
˚
ta¯
not-kept.apart:nom.pl.f
a-sañja¯na¯na¯
not-agree:pres:part.med:nom.pl.f
anyo-nya¯m
other:nom.sg.m-other:acc.sg.f
a¯dan
eat:impf:3pl.act
‘Praja¯pati created the creatures. They, not being kept apart, not agreeing (with each other),
ate each other.’
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(50) (S´B 5.3.4.21)
anyò-nyásya¯
other:nom.sg.m-other:gen.sg.f
(*any´¯anyásya¯)
(other:nom.sg.f-. . .)
evàitác
prtl
chriy´¯a-
superiority
á-tis. t.hama¯na¯ . . .
not-standing:nom.pl.f
yanti
go:pres:3pl.act
‘... (The waters [f.]) are flowing ..., not yielding to one another’s superiority.’
(51) (TS 7.2.8.6)
chánda¯m. sy
metre:nom.pl [n.]
anyò-nyásya
other:nom.sg.m-other:gen.sg.m/n
(*anyád-anyásya)
other:nom.sg.m-other:gen.sg.m/n
lokám
place:acc.sg
abhy àdhya¯yan
be.eager:impf:3pl.act
‘The (poetic) metres were eager for each other’s place.’
... Further grammaticalization of anyo’nya- in late Vedic and post-Vedic Sanskrit. In
late Vedic and post-Vedic Sanskrit anyo’nya- is further grammaticalized. The following
phenomena clearly show that its constituent parts, RM1 and RM2, lose the last features of
independent forms, and the reciprocal pronoun becomes completely fossilized as a single
lexical unit:
(i) Neither part of the reciprocal pronoun agrees in gender or number with the an-
tecedent; the masculine singular form (nominative anyo-, accusative anyam, etc.) becomes
generalized, cf. (52):
(52) (Ra¯m. 2.53.10)
anyo-nyam
other:nom.sg.m-other:acc.sg.m
(*anya¯nya¯m = anya¯-anya¯m)
other:nom.sg.f-other:acc.sg.f
abhiv¯ıks.ante ...
look.at:pres:3pl.med
a¯rtatara¯h.
confused:nom.pl.f
striyah.
woman:nom.pl
‘The confused women look at each other.’
(ii) anyo’nya- can be used with non-subject antecedents, in particular, in object-
oriented reciprocal constructions. Thus, in (53), RM2 receives the locative case as the
oblique argument of the verb juhomi ‘(I) pour into’, but RM1 does not agree in case with
its accusative antecedent gharmáu ‘oblations’:
(53) (S´B 11.6.2.2)
gharm´¯av
gharma:acc.du
evá ...
prtl
anyò-’nyásmin
other:nom.sg.m-other:loc.sg.m
(*anyám-anyásmin)
other:acc.sg.m-other:loc.sg.m
juhomi
pour:pres:1sg.act
‘I pour both gharma-oblations, one into another.’
(iii) In the post-Vedic period (in particular, in Epic Sanskrit), we also find the fos-
silized (adverbial) form anyonyam employed in constructions where the grammatical case
of the second constituent of the reciprocal pronoun (i.e. accusative) does not correspond
to the case pattern of the verb. Cf. (54), where we might expect RM2 to appear in the
instrumental case, in accordance with the case pattern of the verb sam. -bha¯s. ‘converse’:
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(54) (Ra¯m. 5.89.52)
tes. a¯m.
they:gen.pl.m
sam. bha¯s.a-ma¯n. a¯na¯m
converse:pres-part.med:gen.pl
anyo-nyam ...
other:nom.sg.m-other:acc.sg.m
(*anyasya¯nyena = anyasya-anyena)
other:gen.sg.m-other:inst.sg.m
‘... of them, conversing with each other ...’
(iv) In post-Vedic Sanskrit, where nominal composition becomes very productive,
the stem anyonya- can also appear as the first member of a compound (meaning ‘mutual,
reciprocal’); see Section 5.
. Other polyptotic reciprocal pronouns
Alongside anyó (a)nyá-, there exist two other reciprocal pronouns with a similar struc-
ture (and probably built on its model), namely itaretara- and paras-para-. They are first
attested at the end of the Vedic period and, consequently, should be qualified as essentially
post-Vedic forms.
.. The reciprocal pronoun itaretara-
The form itaretara- is derived from the pronominal adjective itara- ‘(an)other’. It ap-
pears at the very end of the Vedic period and remains less common than anyonya-. Its
inner structure is less clear than that of anyonya-. It might be based either on the bare
stem (itara-itara-), or on the nom.sg.f. form (itara¯-itara-). The only example of the first
component in the masculine form (and one of the earliest attestations of this reciprocal
pronoun) is found in a late Vedic text, Br
˚
had-A¯ran. yaka-Upanis.ad:
(55) (S´B 14.5.4.15 = BA¯U 2.4.15)
yátra
where
hí
since
dvaitám
duality:nom.sg
iva
as
bhávati,
become:pres:3sg.act
tád
then
ítara
other:nom.sg.m
ítaram.
other:acc.sg.m
pas´yati
look:pres:3sg.act
‘For where there is a duality, there one sees another ...’
.. The reciprocal pronoun paras-para-
Like itaretara-, the pronoun paras-para- is a post-Vedic form (one of its earliest occur-
rences being found in the S´rauta-Su¯tras, VaikhS´S 8.7:84.12). It represents the iteration of
the pronominal adjective para- ‘far, other, different, alien, foreign’. Cf. (56):
(56) (KA 1.13.18)
paras-para¯d
other:nom.sg.m-other:abl.sg.m
va¯
or
bhedayed
split:pres.caus:3sg.opt.act
ena¯n
they:acc.pl.m
‘Or, he should divide them from each other ...’
As in the case of anyonyam, the accusative form paras-param can be used adverbially, as
in (57):
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(57) (MBh. 1.194.6)
paras-paren. a
other:nom.sg.m-other:inst.sg.m
bhedas´
split:nom.sg
ca
and
na∪
not
a¯dha¯tum.
establish:inf
tes.u
they:loc.pl
s´akyate
be.able:pass:3sg
ekasya¯m.
one:loc.sg.f
ye
who:nom.pl.m
rata¯h.
being.in.love:nom.pl.m
patnya¯m.
wife:loc.sg
na
not
bhidyante
split:pres:3pl.med
paras-param
other:nom.sg.m-other:acc.sg.m
‘And they cannot be alienated from one another (lit. ‘for them, the split from one another
cannot be established’). [Men] who are in love with the same wife are not split (mutually).’
Generally, no difference in meaning between reciprocals with anyonya- and paraspara-
can be observed. Neither European nor Indian grammarians make a distinction between
them.22 However, at least in one Classical Sanskrit text, Kaut.il¯ıya’s “Arthas´a¯stra” [KA] (a
treatise on governing the state, written between the 4th and 2nd centuries BC), anyonya-
and paraspara- seem to be semantically distinguished. paraspara- is used in contexts
dealing with reciprocal hostile activities, while anyonya- is employed in other contexts,
dealing with friendly or neutral activities. Cf. a few contexts and compounds which clearly
demonstrate this semantic opposition:
anyonya-:
na ... anyonyam. ... vidyuh. (KA 1.12.12) ‘they should not know each other’
va¯sayeyuh. ... anyonyam (KA 2.36.6) ‘they should lodge each other’ (lit. ‘make live,
stay’)
ados.as tyaktum anyonyam
(KA 3.14.38)
‘[in these cases] there is no harm in abandoning
each other’
anyonya¯raks.a- (KA 2.1.2) ‘mutual protection’
paraspara-:
parasparam aba¯dhama¯na¯ vaseyuh.
(KA 3.16.33)
‘may they live without troubling each other’
parasparam ... tyajatah. (KA 3.20.18) ‘abandoning each other’
paraspara¯d ... bhedayet (KA 1.13.18) ‘he should divide them from each other’ (see (56))
parasparasya¯ves´anika¯n (KA 5.1.47) ‘guests of each other’ (said of secret agents, spies)
parasparadves.a- (KA 9.6.26) ‘mutual hatred’
parasparahim. sa¯- (KA 3.9.28) ‘mutual damage’
parasparam. ... vikramayet (KA 5.6.25) ‘(he) should make (them) fight against each
other’; cf. (58):
(58) (KA 5.6.25)
ama¯tyah.
minister:nom.sg
kulya-kuma¯ra-mukhya¯n
royal.family-prince-principal.officer:acc.pl
paras-param.
other:nom.sg.m-other:acc.sg.m
mukhyes.u
principal.officer:loc.pl
va¯
or
vikramayet
fight:pres.caus:3sg.opt.act
. According to Richter (1898: 49), parasparam is mostly used with two reciprocants. Textual evidence does not
support his assumption, however.
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‘The minister should make the members of the royal family, princes and principal officers
fight against each other or against (other) principal officers.’
I have not come across this opposition elsewhere, although it cannot be ruled out that
some other texts make a similar distinction. It may be an invention of Kaut.il¯ıya, the author
of the text, probably based on the above-mentioned semantic difference between anya-
‘(an)other’ and para- ‘other, foreign, alien’.
. Nominal derivatives and compounds with the reciprocal meaning
All reciprocal markers discussed in Sections 3–4, including both the preverbs/prefixes
ví and sám and free forms (the adverb mithás and the polyptotic reciprocal pronouns
anyonya-, itaretara- and paraspara-), can be employed to form nominal derivatives with
a reciprocal meaning.
Reciprocal nouns with the prefixes ví- and sám- and compounds with the first ele-
ment mithás- are attested from early Vedic onwards; cf. the two nouns derived from the
verb dvis. ‘hate’: action nominals in -ana- vi-dvés.ana- (RV 8.1.2) and in -as- ví-dves.as-
(RV 8.22.2), both meaning ‘(mutual) hate, hostility’; and the root noun ví-va¯c- ‘(verbal)
contest, competition’ derived from the verbal root vac ‘speak’.23
Compounds with mithás- as the first element are derived from the following verbal
roots and nominal stems:
tr¯
˚
(t æ¯ur) ‘surpass’ – mithas-túr- (e.g. in RV 6.49.3 mithas-túra¯ ‘(day and night), surpass-
ing each other’)
pa¯ ‘protect’ – mithó-avadya-pa- (in RV 10.67.8 mithó-avadya-pebhih. ) ‘those who
protect each other from blame’
yudh ‘fight’ – mitho-yodhá- (AV 12.5.24) ‘battle, fight’.
Compounds with anyonya- become productive in the post-Vedic period. These include,
for instance:
yoga- ‘union’ – anyonya-yoga (ManuSmr
˚
. 3.32) ‘mutual union (of a girl and her
lover)’
s´res. t.hya- ‘superiority’ – anyonya-s´res. t.hya¯ya (KpS 38.2:206.1)
24 ‘for superiority to each
other’
sakta- ‘connected’ – anyonya-sakta- (Pras´na-Upanis.ad 5.6) ‘connected with each
other’
anna-bhojana- ‘food-
eating’
– anyonya¯nna-bhojana- (= anyonya-anna-) (A¯gnives´ya-Gr
˚
hya-
Su¯tra 3.10.3:4) ‘eating each other’s food’
tya¯gin- ‘abandoning’ – anyonya-tya¯gin- (Ya¯jñSmr
˚
. 2.237) ‘abandoning each other’.
. See Kuiper (1960:268–273).
. This is the earliest and the only Vedic example of a compound built with anyonya- (see Debrunner 1957:89);
the parallel passages of the other Sam. hita¯s of the Yajurveda (MS, KS, TS) have reciprocal constructions with the
reciprocal pronoun used as a free form in the genitive (anyònyásya in KS 24.9:100.3 and MS 3.7.10:90.1), or the
dative (anyònyásmai in TS 6.2.2.1).
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Examples of compounds made with the two other reciprocal pronouns, itaretara- and
paraspara-, also first appear in post-Vedic texts:
(i) itaretara-
ya¯jaka- ‘sacrificer’ – itaretara-ya¯jaka- (A¯pDhS 1.29.8) ‘officiating at each other’s
sacrifices’
adhya¯paka- ‘teacher’ – itaretara¯dhya¯paka- (A¯pDhS 1.29.8) ‘teaching each other’
janman- ‘birth, origin’ – itaretara-janman- (Va¯rtt. on Pa¯n. .) ‘originating from each
other’
a¯s´raya- ‘attachment’ – itaretara¯s´raya- (Va¯rtt. on Pa¯n. .) ‘attachment to each other’.
(ii) paraspara-
vyapeks. a¯- ‘relation’ – paraspara-vyapeks. a¯- (Va¯rtt. on Pa¯n. . 2.1.1)
‘mutual relation’ (gramm. term)
adin- ‘consuming, eating’ – paraspara¯din- (= paras-para-adin-) (ManuSmr
˚
.
12.59) ‘consuming, eating one another’
jigha¯m. su- ‘desiring to kill’ (nominal
derivative of the desiderative of the
verb han ‘kill’)
– paraspara-jigha¯m. savah. (Atharvaveda-Paris´is.t.a
61.1.23) ‘desiring to kill each other’.
From the early Vedic period onwards, spatial reciprocals (and sociatives) can also be easily
derived from nominal stems by means of the prefixes sam- (mostly in action nominals),
sa-, which represents the zero grade allomorph of sam- (in adjectives), and vi-. The pre-
fixes can be added to various nominal stems. Many of these formations show different
degrees of lexicalization. Note the following examples, mostly from early Vedic (RV):
sad ‘sit’ sam. -sád- ‘sitting together, assembly’
dha¯ ‘put’ sam. -dh´¯a- ‘union, agreement’
sam. -dhí- ‘junction, connection, combination, sandhi’
vi-dh´¯a- ‘division, part’
dr´
˚
s´- ‘view, look’ sa-dr´
˚
s´- ‘looking alike, of the same form’
yuj ‘yoke, join’ sam. -yúj- ‘joining together’
sa-yúj- ‘yoked together; companion’ (cf. (59))
vi-yoga- (post-Vedic) ‘disjunction’
ókas- ‘abode’ sám-okas- ‘having same abode’ (cf. (35))
rátha- ‘chariot’ sa-rátha- ‘on the same chariot’ (cf. (59)).
Like their verbal counterparts, reciprocal/sociative nouns with sam- and sa- are commonly
constructed with the instrumental of the second reciprocant, as in (59):
(59) (RV 10.168.2)
t´¯abhih.
that:inst.pl.f
sa-yúk
soc-join:nom.sg.m
sa-rátham.
soc-chariot:acc.sg.m
devá
god:nom.sg
ı¯yate
drive:pres:3sg.med
‘United with those [young women], the god drives on the same chariot (with them).’
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Sources
A¯pDhS A¯pastamba-Dharma-Su¯tra
A¯pS´S A¯pastamba-S´rauta-Su¯tra
AV(S´) Atharvaveda (S´aunakı¯ya
recension)
AVP AV, Paippala¯da recension
BA¯U(K) Br
˚
had-A¯ran. yaka-Upanis.ad
(Ka¯n. va recension)
HirS´S Hiran. yakes´i-S´rauta-Su¯tra
JB Jaiminı¯ya-Bra¯hman. a
KA Kaut.il¯ıya’s Arthas´a¯stra
Kaus.U Kaus.ı¯taki-Upanis.ad
KB Kaus.ı¯taki-Bra¯hman. a
KpS Kapis.t.hala-Kat.ha-Sam. hita¯
KS Ka¯t.haka(-Sam. hita¯)
MaitrU Maitra¯yan. a-Upanis.ad
ManuSmr
˚
. Manu-Smr
˚
ti
MBh. Maha¯-Bha¯rata
MS Maitra¯yan. ı¯ Sam. hita¯
Pa¯n. . Pa¯n. ini (As.t.a¯dhya¯yı¯)
PB Pañcavim. s´a-Bra¯hman. a
Ra¯m. Ra¯ma¯yan. a
RV R
˚
gveda
S´A¯ S´a¯n˙kha¯yana-A¯ran. yaka
S´BK S´atapatha-Bra¯hman. a,
Ka¯n. va recension
S´B(M) S´atapatha-Bra¯hman. a
(Ma¯dhyandina recension)
TB Taittirı¯ya-Bra¯hman. a
TS Taittirı¯ya-Sam. hita¯
VaikhS´S Vaikha¯nasa-S´rauta-Su¯tra
Va¯rS´S Va¯ra¯ha-S´rauta-Su¯tra
Va¯rtt. on Pa¯n. . Va¯rttika (commentary)
on Pa¯n. ini’s As.t.a¯dhya¯yı¯
Ya¯jñSmr
˚
. Ya¯jñavalkya-Smr
˚
ti
YV Yajurveda(-Sam. hita¯)
p after the abbreviation of a Vedic text (e.g. YVp) indicates that the passage in question occurs in the prose
portion of this text.
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